Announcing OpenAthens as 2020 Product of the Year

We love making access to knowledge easy and we’re delighted the judges agreed – thank you!

“Our experience with this product has been a delight.”

“I cannot emphasize how much WE LOVE OpenAthens.”

“The customer service and support from OpenAthens is wonderful.”

Visit openathens.org to find out more
The 2020 Modern Library Awards (MLAs) is proud to announce its review scores from participating companies in this special supplement to Library Product News. The MLAs are an unbiased program recognizing the elite products and services that serve the library industry. Companies provided concise write-ups of their products/services and submitted them for review. These were then sent out to the LibraryWorks readership — librarians in public, academic, K-12, and special libraries — who then submitted their reviews on a 1-10 scoring system. Each judge had to have had experience with the product or service, and each participating company also had to provide four references of library placements to submit their forms. The LibraryWorks staff had no influence on the scoring. Awards were based on the following scores:

- 6.5-7.4 Silver
- 7.5-8.4 Gold
- 8.5-10.0 Platinum

Highest Overall Scores — Product of the Year and Service of the Year

The 2020 roster of products awards includes:

**Product of the Year:**
- *OpenAthens | OpenAthens

**Service of the Year:**
- *Overton & Associates | Library Moving Consultant

**Platinum Awards:**
- 3branch Products | magbrowz
- Atlas Business Solutions, Inc. | ScheduleAnywhere
- *AWE Learning | Early Literacy Station Platinum
- *Biblionix | Apollo
- *bibliotheca | cloudLibrary
- *bibliotheca | open+
- BookBrowse.com | BookBrowse for Libraries
- *Brainfuse | HelpNow
- Capira Technologies | CapiraMobile
- Capira Technologies | MuseumKey
- collectionHQ | ESP (Evidence-based Selection Planning)
- *Comprise Technologies | SmartPAY
- *Comprise Technologies | Smart Kiosk
- *The Crowley Company | Crowley Imaging Digitization Services
- *The Crowley Company | MACH-Series Microfilm Scanners
- *The Crowley Company | Zeutschel zeta Overhead Scanner
- *e-ImageData Corp. | ScanPro All-In-One Microfilm Scanner
- *EBSCO Information Services | Flipster
- *EBSCO LearningExpress | PrepSTEP for Community Colleges
- *EBSCO LearningExpress | PrepSTEP for High Schools
- *Generation Fifth Applications | Library Archival Software (LAS)
- *Huston & Company | Custom Furniture for Library Environments
- Infobase | Bloom’s Literature
- *Innovative Interfaces, Inc. | Innovative Resource Sharing (INN-Reach)
- *Innovative Interfaces, Inc. | Mobile Worklists
- *Innovative Interfaces, Inc. | MyLibrary!
- *Innovative Interfaces, Inc. | Polaris Web Application (LEAP)
- *LaptopsAnytime | Automated Laptop (and Tablet and Portable 110V Power Charger) Dispensing Checkout Kiosks
- LEID Products | SmartAxess™ Library Systems

**Gold Awards**
- *AWE Learning | AfterSchool Edge Platinum
- *bibliotheca | selfCheck 500
- *Comprise Technologies | Smart Access Manager (SAM)
- *Comprise Technologies | Smart Money Manager (SMM)
- *EBSCO LearningExpress | PrepSTEP for Colleges & Universities
- *PressReader | PressReader
- Scanx, Inc. | Zeutschel OS15000 Comfort Scanner powered by Scanx software and cloud service
- *Taylor & Francis Group | CHEMnetBASE
- *Taylor & Francis Group | Routledge Handbooks Online
- Tech Logic | selfCIRC TRAK

**Silver Awards**
- AWE Learning | Bilingual Spanish Literacy Station Platinum
- Center for Cyber Safety and Education | Garfield’s Cyber Safety Adventures

**Honorable Mentions**
- *Taylor & Francis Group | Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism

*Multiyear honorees*
OpenAthens

OpenAthens develops and supports identity and access management software that allows millions of people to quickly and easily find the information they’re looking for. But how do we achieve this? Well, we’ve made single sign-on simple by doing all the heavy lifting ourselves, making seamless access to knowledge easier than ever before.

Incorporating new software into current IT systems doesn’t have to be hard work. OpenAthens removes unnecessary complications, by seamlessly slotting into existing systems and working with it to provide the best experience possible.

OpenAthens establishes one set of log-in credentials for all library resources and applications and integrates with institutions who use IP authentication. Single links are created that allow patrons access to information needed whether they are located within their organization or off-site.

OpenAthens provides flexible control for managing access rights to groups of users. Using new or existing attributes, librarians can control access to specific resources based on licenses as well as the structure and strategic focus of their organization.

Comprehensive usage statistics show how often content is accessed and by whom providing insight into the value of subscriptions and detail of which parts of the organization engage most regularly with services.

OpenAthens makes it easy for people to access the knowledge they want when they want it. That’s exciting. You never know what they might end up going on to achieve.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“We cannot recommend OpenAthens highly enough. It is a gem that has made our lives, teaching practices, and resource access much, much, much easier.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
LIBRARY MOVING CONSULTANT
Overton & Associates, Library Move Consultants, was developed in 2006 with the intentions of assisting libraries throughout the library move process. The owner, Bill Overton, has been exclusively moving libraries for over 32 years encompassing 750 projects.

We believe the planning process is the key ingredient to a successful move. By proper planning, a library move can be a stress free, anxiety free project utilizing local labor. By providing the tools to volunteers/local workers and giving the library the opportunity to move their own collection, our clients have saved over $500,000. Coordinating over 50 volunteers for a public library or utilizing local labor for a University that entailed over eight months of moving, our goal was achieved by creating enthusiasm, identifying problems during the planning stage, and executing a labeling system that simplified the move process.

It is important for librarians to gather as much information from a variety of sources. That is why Bill Overton has been on numerous panels that discusses how to move libraries. Bill was highlighted at the Pennsylvania Library Convention as he discussed how to move a library with volunteers.

Bill had authored an article in Strategic Library, a trade magazine designed to reach Library Directors. The title of the article, “Renovating: The Books Are In The Way” discusses how library moves have changed over the past thirty years and the growing concern of balancing book stacks and open/flexible seating.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“When curves were thrown at Overton & Associates with the move requirements, he and his team was able to support it with solutions that met our needs. His knowledge of the compact shelving and vendors was extremely helpful during negotiations with our shelving vendor. Bill Overton is professional, knowledgeable in his industry and was a pleasure to work with.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Atlas Business Solutions, Inc.

SCHEDULEANYWHERE
ScheduleAnywhere online employee scheduling software allows libraries and library systems to create an unlimited number of online schedules from any computer or mobile device. This easy-to-use software is ideal for libraries of all sizes, including those with multiple departments or locations.

Administrators can assign tasks to each shift and can instantly view how many employees are scheduled by location, shift and service point. Schedules can be shared with multiple departments, branches and locations, so managers always know which employees are scheduled and where they are assigned to work.

Managers, employees and volunteers can access work schedules remotely to effectively communicate and manage scheduling needs. Users can request and approve time-off and review coverage and staffing needs anytime, from any location. Employees are notified when their schedules are posted or changed. Developed by Atlas Business Solutions Inc., ScheduleAnywhere ensures proper shift and service point coverage and fundamentally reduces scheduling errors and conflicts. The software also tracks certifications and training, manages staff availability, and can estimate labor costs. Software upgrades are administered automatically, and live support is included at no additional charge. Free trial ac-

MAGBROWZ
Magbrowz bins utilize existing shelving to quickly create “flip-style” browsing. It enables materials to be stored face-out for incredibly easy access. Interior support treads keep materials upright and allow users to flip through effortlessly. The magbrowz display system is a user friendly, attractive storage solution that enhances the browsing experience. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Overton & Associates
Library Moving Consultants

“Library Moving Made Easy”
516-449-5495
www.librarymoving.com

LibraryWorks.com
counts are available, and pricing is based on the number of employees scheduled. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

**AWE Learning**

EARLY LITERACY STATION PLATINUM

Early Literacy Station™ Platinum (ELS Platinum), for ages 2-8, was officially launched in January 2019 to bring a new and improved digital learning resource to public libraries. As an enhanced version of our flagship Early Literacy Station™, ELS Platinum features brand new avatars, interfaces, and animations, and a brand-new content suite of 75+ STREAM-aligned educational software titles. Interface themes include the beach, fairytale, and arctic. As a plug-and-play pre-loaded workstation, available as a 20-inch touchscreen or tablet device, ELS Platinum does not require an internet connection, creating a safe learning environment for young patrons in the library.

All content is engaging, fun, and interactive. Early learners can learn about cyber safety with Garfield, read or listen aloud to both fiction and non-fiction e-books, practice their handwriting, build coding skills, and much more! With multi-touch functionality, ELS Platinum is ideal for both independent and collaborative learning opportunities.

Libraries also receive homeschooling and programming resources to help plan weekly lessons and library events, as well as access to the Customer Portal to track usage. New with the Early Literacy Station Platinum, libraries have the option to add on a Content Bundle, including a Coding Add-On, allowing you to offer more content on the workstation for your early learners. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

**Biblionix**

**APOLLO**

The ApolloSM ILS/LSP continues to help customers reach new heights. Apollo was designed from the start to be cloud-based in a multi-tenant environment. That’s state-of-the-art architecture. As Marshall Breeding stated “Apollo stands apart as a public library system delivered by a modern multi-tenant platform...”

Also in the clouds are Apollo’s accolades:

- Product of the Year from Modern Library Awards for 2016 AND 2017
- Top of the charts in Breeding’s Perceptions surveys for 10 straight years, to the present
- Modern Library Awards, Platinum Award 2015, 2018, 2019
- An extraordinary customer retention rate of over 99% over 13 years

Apollo is solely for public libraries. That’s a promise we’ve made to our customers. There are no schools or colleges that use Apollo. So, it’s not cluttered with capabilities that you don’t need. Our brains aren’t cluttered either; all we think about is public libraries.

Groundbreaking capabilities are normal with Apollo, like VersaCard® ad-hoc resource sharing/consortia and GabbieSM, 2-way texting with patrons. Then there’s Reserve ExpressSM, where patrons subscribe to their favorite authors, media, and series. Plus, there’s a “Kids’ Catalog”, faceted searching, and SQL querying.

Begin your exploration of Apollo with a free trial with all of your data. You get to see everything as it will be in a real migration and still use your current system as you always do. It’s simply the best way to evaluate a new system and avoid surprises. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

**bibliotheca**

**CLoudLIBRARY**

Beginning as a lending system for ebooks and eAudiobooks, cloudLibrary by bibliotheca is an evolving digital solution offering an exceptional user experience that allows libraries to integrate their physical and digital experiences through the use of three mix-and-match modules.

With easy sign-in and one-click borrow and download, the cloudLibrary content module allows users to browse your collection and be reading in seconds, with no need to visit multiple sites or log in to multiple platforms. The feature-rich app includes the ability to publicize library events, recommend titles, and more. In addition to conventionally purchased digital titles, cloudLibrary also offers pay-per-use titles and the ability to share digital titles with participating libraries through cloudLink, maximizing library budgets and circulation.

Continuous innovation has resulted in two new cloudLibrary modules: cloudLibrary assist and cloudLibrary checkout. Both modules can be used independently of cloudLibrary content. cloudLibrary assist provides a virtual library card and allows...
users to manage their loans, favorite items, receive reminders, and switch between multiple family accounts. The checkout module enables users to check out physical items directly from their smartphones and provides interactive receipts that let readers favorite, renew, and sort and filter items, truly integrating the physical and digital library experience. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

bibliotheca

OPEN+
open+ is a comprehensive system that allows libraries to provide more flexible hours, extending library access and making library resources more available to the communities they serve. The open+ solution allows libraries to easily control building access, security, and automation through one efficient central management hub. Seamlessly integrating with existing ILS/LMS and library solutions, open+ enables libraries to complement existing staffed hours with unstaffed open hours while monitoring library activity, computer access, PA announcements, and more. Using the in-app virtual library card feature, users can also access library spaces with the cloudLibrary app. The integration between open+ and cloudLibrary creates a better overall library experience for busy users who may forget their library card when visiting.

The flexibility to provide unstaffed hours allows libraries to increase the use of their space and resources, grow circulation, and focus on community outreach. In use in over 750 libraries in Europe for over a decade, bibliotheca’s open+ is now available to North American libraries, as well. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

BOOKBROWSE FOR LIBRARIES
BookBrowse for Libraries is an affordable, reader-focused, and user-friendly readers’ advisory resource. Exceptional books don’t just entertain, they also enlighten and make us step outside of ourselves; BookBrowse seeks out such books across a range of genres, including adult fiction and nonfiction, and select YA. People don’t have time to read about all the new books published, let alone read all of them, so BookBrowse focuses on depth, not breadth, offering a curated resource of the best contemporary books, and providing the information readers need to decide which titles are right for them.

BookBrowse’s editorial focus coupled with its extensive reading group resources make it a particularly valuable destination for book club members. Resources include:
• Hand-picked read-alikes for thousands of books
• Recommended reading lists by genre, time period, setting and theme
• Extensive book club resources including reading guides, discussions and advice
• In-depth reviews
• “Beyond the book” articles that explore the historical, cultural and contextual aspects of each featured book
• Previews of notable books publishing soon
• Twice-monthly online magazine, plus email notifications

- Links from each book to the relevant page in the library’s OPAC

Annual subscriptions start from $230 for unlimited in-library and remote access, and $115 for in-library only access.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:
“I use this resource to find titles for my book group at the library. I especially like how books are put into various categories, making it very easy to select the specific topic you’d like to read about. I also love the Book Group Interviews. I have found great recommendations for books, and advice on how to deal with difficult situations. Their love of books, and their willingness to assist libraries is truly appreciated.”

“The Book Browse staff is wonderful in that they listen to any concerns & questions that you have. The response turn around time is fast and the product is first rate. It serves not only as a tool for reader’s advisory, but is current and user-friendly. I recommend this product.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Brainfuse

HELPNOW
Brainfuse’s HelpNow is a suite of services that provides full academic support to library patrons throughout North America. HelpNow’s features include live, one-to-one online homework help, a full-service writing lab, a lesson library, practice tests, and much more. HelpNow is available in hundreds of library systems in the United States and Canada, including Suffolk County, San Francisco, Sacramento, Toronto, Los Angeles County and Chicago (America’s largest online homework help program). Beyond Homework Help: HelpNow
provides the most comprehensive range of academic services available among online tutoring platforms, including live skills tutoring and a robust library of educational content.

Field-Tested Tutoring: Brainfuse consistently outperforms other online tutoring companies in head-to-head trials conducted by library systems.

High-Quality Tutors: All Brainfuse tutors have 4-year college degrees and undergo a rigorous selection and training process.

State-Aligned Services: All online tutoring, skills lessons, and practice tests are aligned to State and Common Core Standards.

We are one of the most experienced tutoring companies in North America, having completed over 10 million one-to-one online tutoring sessions since 1999. We remain committed to providing high-quality academic support and continually meet student needs through innovative features and services. Learn more at brainfuse.com.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Capira Technologies

CAPIRAMOBILE

Libraries can now reinforce their role as a key social infrastructure element in their community by putting messaging about programs, events, classes and more in their patrons’ hands through push notifications when they have Capira Technologies- App Developers for Libraries as their app provider.

Libraries can also promote healthy patron account behavior through in-app account notifications reminding them to take action about holds, overdues, card expiry and more with CapiraMobile.

Connect them with the collection, their accounts, calendar, e-resources and more with beautiful 100% custom design in apps by Capira Technologies.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

MUSEUMKEY

MuseumKey is a library service platform (LSP) designed to manage and circulate a collection of physical and printable venue passes, often known as museum passes. Many public libraries have partnered with local museums and attractions to provide free or discounted access through either a physical membership card, disposal voucher or printed admission ticket. Due to the nature of such an offering, this service requires a self-service reservation system for distribution based on date, as opposed to the “first come first service” model of hold placed in a traditional ILS. Security and reliability is one of our highest priorities, as MuseumKey was the first museum passes reservation system to offer SSL encryption.

MuseumKey employs a complex reservation algorithm based off a few simple settings configured by staff which blocks out the appropriate days and prevents the possibility of a booking conflict. It was designed by librarians and administrators in order to address various issues in competing products by streamlining the process to maximize efficiency. Museum closing/unavailable dates are maintained centrally by us and automatically integrated into the reservation calendar.

Our forthcoming enhancements include a pro version of the software designed for consortiums and large library systems, as well as live circulation functionality where passes marked as checked in or out in the MuseumKey will correspond in the library’s ILS.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

collectionHQ

ESP (EVIDENCE-BASED SELECTION PLANNING)

Evidence-based Selection Planning - ESP brings the art of Baker & Taylor’s collection development expertise together with the science of collectionHQ’s data analytics, to create a decision support system integrated with TitleSource 360™. ESP helps public libraries to select the right current and pre-published titles in the right quantities for their communities.

Ranking: ESP’s powerful Ranking tool harnesses the same Machine Learning methods that drive Apple’s Siri, Google’s Assistant, and the recommendation engines at Netflix and Amazon to predict how current and forthcoming titles will perform in the future. Predictions are drawn by analyzing key data points about each title such as the author’s past performance, the BISAC Subject performance, how the author has performed in this BISAC Subject Group, reviews on the title, demand, and many more.

Distribution: ESP’s Distribution component recommends how many of each title to buy and how to share those titles across library branches based on local circulation evidence. ESP understands that every community is different and so empowers you to create unique distribution goals, such as minimum and maximum quantities, to meet the needs of each branch.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“This product is a game-changer for libraries. We absolutely must use tools like these in order to remain relevant moving forward in a disruptive world.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
Provide your patrons with award-winning* online homework help and so much more!

- Online Tutoring
- Writing Lab
- Practice Tests
- Resume & Career Help
- Assistance for Veterans

Visit Brainfuse.com

*Multiyear MLA Platinum Award Honoree
**SMARTPAY**
SmartPAY is an Online Payment Gateway for Libraries. It allows patrons to make fine/fee payments and donations on the library's website. SmartPAY links with all leading ILS products to automatically post payments of fines, fees or other charges. SmartPAY lets you reconcile payments by an individual member library. SmartPAY raises collections because it is secure, easy, convenient, and adds a payment option that is available 24 hours a day – 7 days a week. SmartPAY features: Fine and Fee Payments, Donations for a Purpose, Pre-payment of Print Account, Convenience Fee Option. With SmartPAY, patrons can complete secure, fine, fee or other payments, and donors can make contributions, directly at the library's website. SmartPAY meets the Payment Card Industry's Data Security Standard. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

**SMART KIOSK**
Smart Kiosks are self-service stations for PC Sign-UP, ILS related payments, and printing. Smart Kiosks offer a variety of services; patrons can manage their accounts, purchase merchandise, sign up for a PC, pay for copies/fax/scan/print, pay fines & fees and make donations. Every payment made without staff involvement yields true cost savings! Self-Service Smart Kiosks are an easy and convenient way to accept and manage payments for services and goods offered in the library. Smart Kiosks integrate fully with Smart Terminal credit card readers so libraries can offer patrons payment card service. Smart Kiosks meet the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

**The Crowley Company**
Crowley Imaging Digitization Services
As a repository for historical and collected works and records, libraries comprise a significant portion of Crowley Imaging's digitization services. Since 1980, Crowley has served the preservation needs of archivists, librarians, historians and records managers by digitizing important cultural heritage documents, newspapers, maps, books, microfilm, photographs, slides and other media. Crowley’s own history is steeped in micrographics, ensuring a full understanding of the analog-to-digital cycle and its challenges. Specializing in high-volume conversions as well as the rare and valuable, Crowley has unique access to the best capture solutions as a reseller of Zeutschel, InoTec and other high-end brands and as the manufacturer of Mekel Technology and Wicks and Wilson scanners. Production efficiency, an in-depth understanding of image quality, forty years in the industry and low operator turnover are just a few of the advantages clients gain when partnering with Crowley Imaging.

Depending on collection requirements, Crowley provides the option to scan on-site or in-house while always working to ensure that the final images meet the project requirements and can be made accessible as the library sees fit.

Specific digitization services for libraries include:
- Paper scanning
- Bound book scanning
- Archival preservation scanning
- Microfilm and microfiche scanning
- Graphic arts collection scanning (photos, slides, films, plates)
- Image hosting and viewing

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
USE ESP TO REMOVE THE GUESSWORK AND PREDICT PATRON DEMAND.

ESP harnesses the same Machine Learning methods that drive Apple’s Siri, Google’s Assistant and the recommendation engines at Netflix and Amazon to support evidence-based selection.

QUOTES FROM THE JUDGES

“This product is a game-changer for libraries. We absolutely must use tools like these in order to remain relevant moving forward in a disruptive world.”

“We were early adopters of this product and have seen it continue to grow and improve at a healthy rate.”

VISIT WWW.COLLECTIONHQ.COM/ESP TODAY TO FIND OUT MORE.
The Crowley Company

MACH-SERIES MICROFILM SCANNERS
Having introduced the world’s first production microfilm scanner in 1989, Mekel Technology and Crowley continue to offer the most advanced rollfilm scanning systems on the market. The MACH-series scanners are a staple for libraries with large collections of microfilm as they are designed to handle a wide variety of 16mm and 35mm microfilm types. Mekel scanners provide superior image quality (FADGI-rated) at high scan speeds. Powered by the custom Quantum software suite for capture and processing, the MACH-series scanners deliver quality digital images from even the worst sets of microfilm (poor original images; improperly stored; film with decay). Windows 10 support, easy job setup, template creation, image editing and OCR capabilities are just a few of the features that set the MACH-series apart. The MACH10 is known for its image quality and speed, capturing a 100’ roll in 2.5 minutes with up to 600 dpi true optical resolution. The MACH12, used in libraries and service bureaus to fulfill National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) grants and to meet National Digital Newspaper Program (NDNP) requirements offers up to 750 dpi true optical resolution. The MACH5 and the new MACH Mini models round out Crowley’s current microfilm scanner MACH-series. Proving their reputation as a workhorse scanner requiring minimal maintenance, prior MACH generations are still providing high-volume digitization services at libraries throughout the world after more than a decade.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

The Crowley Company

ZEUTSCHEL ZETA OVERHEAD SCANNER
The “plug in and scan” Zeutschel zeta scan system has become a patron and staff favorite in libraries around the world. Since its 2011 introduction to the market, the zeta has gained popularity for its ILL-compatibility, compact size, media flexibility, image quality and touchscreen ease. In 2019, Zeutschel released a Windows 10 version boasting a 21.5” full HD resolution touch panel, an even faster processor and enhanced software features. Used for both walk-up and back-office digitization, A2-sized bound or loose material is placed face-up on the split cradle for spine protection. Intuitive instructions are easy to follow and produce scans in color, grayscale or black and white. Scans can be printed or saved via USB or electronically delivered as images or single/multi-page PDF’s. Resolution ranges from 300-600 dpi. The overhead camera works independent of ambient light with short scan cycles and high-quality image output. Each scan can be previewed on the high-res touchscreen display; letter and gutter distortions are automatically corrected by Zeutschel’s Perfect Book software. Cost-savings are quickly accrued via: reduced/eliminated wear and tear on the original media; reduced staff time (requires little training and no daily maintenance); reduced paper/toner fees as patrons tend to use electronic delivery vs. print; and increased energy efficiency. The zeta scan system can also be fitted with any traditional pay-per-use system for enhanced savings and earnings.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

e-ImageData Corp.

SCANPRO ALL-IN-ONE MICROFILM SCANNER
The ScanPro® line of microfilm scanners has been and continues to be the micrographics equipment of choice in the world’s most prestigious libraries and universities. And, for good reason. Included are features like ABBYY® FineReader OCR, PowerScan Productivity Suite comprised of WORD Search™, INFO-Link™, Copy-to-Clipboard, and searchable PDF multi-page - all important features for on-demand reading, scanning and printing. Additionally, the handy SPOT-Edit™ tool selectively adjusts brightness and contrast within a document and the AUTO-Adjust™ tool which, with a single click, automatically adjusts brightness and contrast as well as straightens and crops the document - both exclusive features. The ScanPro equipment is built to last resulting in the highest reliability rating in the industry, and is backed by the industry’s leading three-year factory warranty. The ScanPro scanners are universal, supporting all film types including 16mm, 35mm and cartridge roll film, fiche, jacketed fiche, aperture cards, micro opaques and ultrafiche. The ScanPro

Your source for Platinum:
- Digitization Services
- Mekel Technology Scanners
- Zeutschel zeta copy system

www.thecrowleycompany.com
scanners are rugged, compact, intuitive, and easy to operate.

Expanding on the unprecedented success of the standard ScanPro platform, e-ImageData has introduced the ScanPro All-In-One™ scanner which provides all of the on-demand features of the standard ScanPro scanners with the added capability of doing high-speed conversion scanning, making it the most versatile piece of microfilm equipment ever made.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“We’re so pleased with this product that not only did we purchase 3—we purchased another one for University Archives a few years ago. It’s a game-changer.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

EBSCO Information Services

FLIPSTER
Flipster is a digital magazine platform that allows people to browse the latest issues of popular magazines, from any location, courtesy of the library. Flipster offers an easy, browse-able reading experience for people of all ages and experience levels. Users can browse magazines by category as well as perform searches for specific publications. The table of contents contains links for quick access to articles of interest and links from advertisements and articles within magazines are hyperlinked, opening in separate tabs when clicked. In addition, there is an option to zoom in and out for better readability. Flipster digital magazines are accessible from school, home, work or on the go and can easily be downloaded for offline reading using the enhanced Flipster iOS and Android apps available through Google Play and iTunes. App users can easily locate libraries nearby by enabling geolocation or searching by library name, postal code, city or state.


[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

EBSCO LearningExpress

PREPSTEP FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGES
PrepSTEP® for Community Colleges is an online platform for 2-year and community colleges to enhance student retention and academic achievement through supplemental development materials and skill-building resources in reading, writing, math and science as well as tools for career prep, workforce skill building for advancing to careers or transfer to universities. It includes easy-to-use centers with related content selected, organized and presented for the community college student as a subscription based, eLearning platform. It gives students the tools to improve core English, math and science skills. The Core English Skills center includes skill-building resources for reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary and spelling. The Core Math and Science Skills center includes resources for developmental math, algebra, geometry, introductory statistics and probability, pre-calculus, calculus and basic science in chemistry and biology. There is a center devoted to College Success Skills that includes tutorials for organizational strategies, classroom success, academic support, information literacy and personal success. The platform provides self-directed tutorials, e-books, practice sets, reviews and flashcards - learning resources that supplement and support instruction for a wide range of subject content.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
ence as well as tools for career prep and exploration for graduating to careers or college. It includes easy-to-use centers with related content that is selected, organized and presented for the high school student as a subscription based, e-learning platform. It gives students the tools to improve English, math and science skills. The English Language Arts Skills center includes skill-building resources for reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary and spelling. The Math and Science Skills center includes resources for math, algebra, geometry, introductory statistics and probability, pre-calculus, calculus and basic science in chemistry and biology. There is a center devoted to High School Success Skills that includes tutorials for organizational strategies, classroom success, academic support, information literacy and personal success. The platform provides self-directed tutorials, e-books, practice sets, articles and flashcards - learning resources that supplement and support instruction for a wide range of subject content and levels of students’ knowledge level.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Generation Fifth Applications

LIBRARY ARCHIVAL SOFTWARE (LAS)
Generation Fifth Applications (GFA) offers the industry leading solution for library archival and retrieval software in high density storage facilities. GFA software was the first to implement the ultra-efficient tray concept to scan, verify, shelf, store, locate and retrieve books and other items efficiently based on barcodes and sizes. Using GFA’s flagship product, Library Archival Software (LAS), clients have reported that accessioning new volumes can be scanned at speeds up to 500/hour and verified at up to 800/hour! GFA’s new Business Intelligence Module with Interactive Dashboards offers Excel integration, customized queries and reports that can be published directly to the web using standard output formats like PDF and HTML. Over 30 major university and library archives including Library of Congress and New York Public Library, Harvard, Yale, ReCAP and Oxford trust GFA software to manage over 50 million volumes and “never lose a book.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Huston & Company

CUSTOM FURNITURE FOR LIBRARY ENVIRONMENTS
Huston & Company designs and builds custom hardwood furniture for library environments. We focus on the design process, wood selection, craftsmanship & finish, incorporating details not found in mass-produced furniture. 

• Design services include drawings, estimates, finish samples. Usually free of charge to our clients. We can provide models, prototypes and 3-D imaging.
• We use premium hardwoods and other materials like specialty veneers, stone, glass, metal & laminates.
• We work with architects, designers, project teams to create custom furniture that meets the functional & aesthetic needs of each project. Finding solutions is part of our everyday.
• Our furniture is created by hand, one piece at a time.
• The relationships we develop with our clients are fundamental to the process of building custom furniture. We are approachable & communicative.
• Our furniture is designed & finished to withstand hard, regular use in libraries. Each piece of Huston furniture will last for generations.
• Given the quality & longevity of our furniture, our pricing is very competitive long-term. Our furniture lasts for generations; you’ll replace less over time, reducing future spending.
• Our projects range in scope from individual pieces to complete furnishings for libraries: conference rooms, admin offices, circulation, study & reading rooms, cafes and more.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:
“Huston & Co. made all of the furniture for our library’s 2004 renovation/addition. It’s gorgeous (solid cherry) and has been incredibly durable. I’ve always found their prices to be reasonable and they are an absolute joy to work with. Highly recommended.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
With a dynamic design, exciting features, and a wealth of relevant content, Bloom's Literature is a vital tool for enriching the study of literature. It offers complete, yet curated, coverage of the most studied authors—from William Shakespeare to J. K. Rowling—and their works.

In addition to its wide range of reference essays and scholarly criticism, Bloom's Literature provides students and researchers with a variety of other ways to research, study, and explore literature:

- Hundreds of full-length videos of classic plays and films
- A comprehensive Shakespeare Center
- 4,000+ Publishers Weekly author interviews and Publishers Weekly Radio podcasts
- Essay topics/discussion questions on 10,000+ topics
- Literary Classics eBook shelf with the full texts of 1,000+ classic works
- Bloom's How to Write about Literature section
- Thousands of full-text, searchable poems with corresponding analytical entries
- In-depth entries on literary topics and themes
- Information on 49,000+ literary characters
- Harold Bloom's Canon of Literature
- Student and educator curriculum tools, including "Teaching Literature through Film"
- And much more.

Bloom's Literature is searchable by all major educational standards and offers a variety of integration options. The authoritative source list includes thousands of scholarly and critical books, peer-reviewed journals, and other periodicals.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“This is a very comprehensive literary resource and our library is fortunate to have it as a part of our offerings. Over the years that we have had this subscription Infobase has added a significant amount of information and has re-designed the user interface to make navigation easy to use. The Shakespeare Center, full text classics and poems, videos, themes, and of course the Bloom's essays are extremely useful to high school and college students. The technical and account support received is excellent and our library highly recommends them.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
MOBILE WORKLISTS
Mobile Worklists is an iOS mobile app that makes materials handling and management tasks more efficient for library staff. Its flexible features help staff complete large-scale projects faster and establish more efficient day-to-day workflows for libraries of all types and sizes.

Fully cloud-based, Mobile Worklists provides new functionality for traditional library operations, such as weeding, labeling, ILL delivery tracking, displays, relocation projects, managing new collections, and generating lists of course reserve items.

Features include:
- Check In capability from my lists
- Create lists of records in the app
- Scan barcodes with the camera on your mobile device using integrated barcode scanning from Manatee Works, Inc.
- Manage complex projects with built-in list management capabilities
- E-mail lists to staff or library users, with the option to attach as a CSV file
- Send lists to Sierra and update them in Sierra using Global or Rapid Update
- Telepen and EAN barcode Support

MYLIBRARY!
The MyLibrary! mobile app makes borrowing from the library as easy as texting a friend. Now patrons can access library resources, place holds, check out digital items, and visit your library on social media all in one place on their mobile device.

Available for iOS and Android devices, MyLibrary! provides real-time interactions with your library’s data so users always see current availability. Patrons can easily find items by searching the catalog or scanning an ISBN barcode with their mobile device camera.
Meet patrons where they are with mobile access that leads to a better patron experience and greater patron satisfaction. Key features include:

• Scan ISBN barcodes to discover all available library formats in an easy-to-read interface
• Search the catalog by keyword within the app
• Check availability and place holds
• Check out digital items through seamless integration with 3M & OverDrive
• View Patron Account details
• Patron Alerts for holds ready for pickup, materials close to due date, and materials overdue
• Digital patron barcode
• Manage holds and checked-out items
• View your library’s social media feeds
• Remember Me login
• English, Finnish, French, Italian, Polish, Spanish, and Swedish languages supported
• Available for Polaris and Sierra libraries

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Innovative Interfaces, Inc.

POLARIS WEB APPLICATION (LEAP)
Extend your library and connect with your patrons wherever they are with the Polaris Web Application. This responsive web client brings the power and functionality of the Polaris ILS to library staff through a browser for public services, basic cataloging, and item record management. The Polaris Web App can be used on a desktop, a notebook, or a tablet, freeing staff to connect with patrons and complete tasks wherever it is most convenient—even outside the library walls.

The Polaris Web Application allows staff to get out from behind the desk and still have access to necessary data and functionality with flexible, intuitive workflows. Functionality includes:

• Patron registration, account editing, and patron photo capability
• Check-out, check-in, and renewals
• Fines payment
• eCommerce
• Picklists (for holds, etc.)
• Claims mode
• Reading history
• Personalized search results display
• Item record management, including create, copy, delete, and bulk change
• Bibliographic and Authority record delete
• Bibliographic, authority, item, and patron record sets
• Printing, including receipts, hold pickup, and in-transit slips
• Direct integration with Innovative Resource Sharing (INN-Reach) to replace traditional ILL

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Authenticate and Manage Access to Library Resources

CONTACT US FOR A DEMO/TRIAL
www.liblynx.com
info@liblynx.com • +1.201.343.7711

SIMPLIFY ON & OFF-SITE ACCESS
• Single Sign-on (SSO)
• Target Resources at specific users
• On-demand reporting
• Limit resource access by location, department, need
• Personalized User Portal (optional)

LaptopsAnytime

AUTOMATED LAPTOP (AND TABLET AND PORTABLE 110V POWER CHARGER) DISPENSING CHECKOUT KIOSKS
LaptopsAnytime's innovations include configurable automated checkout kiosks (12-, 18-, 24- or 30-bays per system) that dispense a wide range of laptops (i.e., from Dell, HP, Lenovo, Apple, Google, Samsung), tablets (all 9.7” iPads and iPad Mini) and 110V Portable Power Chargers on-demand to library patrons, recharge devices, automatically return devices back to pre-set image, integration to/with Library ILS and/or LDAP/Active Directory databases, email notifications and full suite of inventory management, audit trail and management reporting functionality.

Up to 30 devices in 5 feet -- Laptops, Tablets and/or Power Chargers Separated by Row! Do You Want to Move Beyond Desktops with Smart Automated Dispensing Kiosks? Until recently, desktop labs were the king of open access computing and all the rage. Big, boxy machines that sat on or under rows of desks but were stationary and posed problems as seating could only accommodate desktop users. By transitioning to automated dispensing kiosks, libraries/universities can put in seating for all and reclaim their space...moving away from desktops.
to a more flexible, comfortable cafe-like environment. And circulation counters can be freed up for librarians to help with info needs, not hand out laptops like robots. Transform your facility by replacing desktops with a Practical, Space-Saving, Self-Service solution. Replace 20 desktops and reclaim 150 sq. ft. and lower your power usage by 90% in the process.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

LEID Products

SMARTAXESS™ LIBRARY SYSTEMS

SmartAxess™ Library Systems, powered by LEID Products, enable libraries to extend hours, provide self-service, and ensure 24/7 accessibility of books and materials to patrons when they want and need them the most.

With SmartAxess Library Systems:
- Offer a “new location anywhere” when budget won’t allow for a new branch.
- Provide patrons with self-service and extended hours, through secure access 24/7.
- Maintain accurate inventory control and tracking, for more efficient operation.
- Offer more patron access while minimizing staff investment.
- Patrons can order materials online to be delivered to the remote locker most convenient to them, with access via the self-contained kiosk using their library card or a code on the screen.

SmartAxess Electronic Access Lockers can be installed practically anywhere – in malls and retail facilities, school campuses, commuter stations, and other locations – just like ATM machines.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“The quality of the product physically is impressive. The thing works and very rarely has any issues.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

LibLynx

LIBLYNX

LibLynx is so much more than a powerful, cloud-based tool to authenticate and manage access to library resources.

Simplify on & off-site access to online resources with secure Single Sign-On (SSO), delivering seamless access to resources without re-entering user credentials. Automatically on-board & off-board users with your existing network credentials. Integrate customized, branded self-registration pages to further automate user management.

Improve your user experience with an optional branded, mobile-optimized user portal that personalizes the user view and access to resources based on location, subject areas, and licensing. Easy and fast access via a single entry point enhances productivity, showcases your resources and library services. Outreach tools facilitate remote support & education.

Understand usage and cost per access across departments and locations at
Self-Service Dispensing Kiosks

Dispense Power Cords, Laptop Bags And Accessories In Addition To The Laptop Itself. Now You Can Accommodate Extended Checkouts too.

Short-Long Term Checkout

The Perfect Solution To “Short-Term” and/or “Long-Term” Checkouts.

Do You Have Enough Electrical Outlets For Your Facility?

Now Dispensing 110 Volt Portable Power Chargers

Never Run Out Of Power Again!

For More Info Go To: ChargersAnytime.com
A New Innovative Approach To Patron Battery Access

Over 3 Million Annual Checkouts And Growing

Proven & Trusted Technology Branded to Your Local Look-n-Feel

110 Volt Outlet
3 USB Ports

110V

LAPTOPS ANYTIME
Automated Checkout Kiosks

1-877-836-3727 • LaptopsAnytime.com
a granular level with flexible analytics tools. View reports online or downloaded for offline analysis.

Minimal IT Involvement required as our cloud-based service is fully-managed and implementation is fast and easy. Designed for non-technical staff and replaces the need for intranet sites & legacy access methods.

Save costs by limiting access based on need / location regardless of shared IP addresses.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Library Market

LIBRARYCALENDAR
LibraryCalendar is a fully integrated event management and room reservation system, built upon a single validation engine, ensuring real-time availability of both rooms and equipment. Granular access permissions provide each staff member with the appropriate access to the system to perform their given role. Flexible settings allow each library to configure the system to adhere to library workflows. Event managers can quickly create events and programs in the system, and our robust taxonomy system automated much of the time consuming work, such as creating event descriptions, uploading images, or setting up registrations. LibraryCalendar’s event structure also allows for easy editing of events and event series at any time, even if patrons have already begun registering. The customized patron-facing calendar is designed to match the look and feel of the library’s website, providing an elegant, intuitive UX for users which renders appropriately on any platform. The Room Reservation system extends beyond simple meeting room reservations, allowing for study room reservations, maker station reservations, and even equipment reservations, all integrated into the single platform. Rounding out LibraryCalendar’s comprehensive features list are flexible reporting tools, ILS and eCommerce integration, data migration from older calendar systems, and comprehensive RSS, XML, and JSON feeds.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:
“I can’t say enough good things about this company. On several occasions we have needed custom features, and they have always either made it happen quickly or have rolled it into the next update.”

“They were very pleasant to work with and always responded to a message that day if not within the hour. The price, while a little bit more than we were paying for our old platform, is made up in the amount of staff hours required to maintain the calendar. It has easily cut my time down to a quarter of what it had been. I do love that it is a platform created for libraries by people who actually have worked in libraries! Who else would ever be able to know what we need day to day than someone who has experienced it?”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Mackin Educational Resources

MACKINVIA
MackinVIA is a free digital content management system created to provide schools with easy access to their collection of eBooks, audiobooks, read-alongs, databases, websites, and videos.

Boasting an attractive, student-centric design, patrons use a single login, to view and manage all of the school’s digital resources on any desktop, laptop, or mobile device.

MackinVIA provides access to nearly 3 million digital resources in a variety of formats.

- eBooks are available in a traditional format with the added ability to host EPUB3 fixed-format materials and can be viewed on the platform as the authors and illustrators originally intended.
- Interactive eBooks integrate video, audio, animation, and activities with the text to enrich the learning experience. Included in this genre is Mackin Read-Alongstm, an eBook enhanced with embedded audio, professionally performed by voice-actors and synchronized to offer automatic page-turn functionality. Professionally narrated digital audiobooks can be streamed for on-demand listening or downloaded for offline enjoyment.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Mitinet Library Services

BESTMARC
Librarians strive for overall excellence in their library, Mitinet’s cloud-based BestMARC is the powerful and easy-to-use tool that can help. Libraries have tremendous success with quality data making circulation and discoverability a breeze. With BestMARC’s many sharing capabilities you’re able to create cataloging processes for editing and enhancing MARC records and share those with your team for consistency.

Create new records from the built-in record source, or cataloging from scratch. Some of the record editing features include:
- Automated error checking
- Subject Explorer to find and add new LC, LCAC, Sears, and Genre headings
- Full MARC editing of leader, control fields, and data fields
- Built-in tips, examples, and links to official MARC documentation

Record enhancements to automatically update your catalog with the latest:
- National and state Award Notes
- Subject heading terminology
- Reading Programs (Accelerated Reader, Fountas & Pinnell, Lexile, Reading Counts)
- RDA update and standardization
- MARC Record Repair for common problems

Reporting:
- Charts showing your organization’s usage
- Database diagnostic
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Powerful batch editing features let you quickly build, edit, and share your effort with colleagues:
- Global editing
- Regular Expressions support
- Workflows to group Global Edits and Enhancements together into single tasks
- Custom templates
- All of which can be shared with your team

Reporting:
- Charts showing your organization’s usage
- Database diagnostic

BestMARC sets the standard in metadata management. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Northern Micrographics

PRESERVATION IMAGING SERVICES
For over 70 years, Northern Micrographics has been a trusted partner in providing preservation imaging services to many valuable collections. Whether on film, in print or born digital, we can help in all phases of your imaging project. We can provide a full range of imaging services, including 16mm and 35mm, COM microfilming, microfilming duplication, digital scanning of microfilm, scanning of loose documents up to E-size, as well as bound books. We also offer a variety of post processing options (e.g. deskew, crop, OCR), metadata development, data conversion and a book bindery. We collaborate with you to ensure all projects will adhere to specific project requirements. Our state of the art production facility was designed for secure and proper handling of original source documents. Our production facility contains an ANSI-standard storage vault that is fireproof, waterproof, and temperature/humidity controlled conforming to the appropriate ANSI storage standard. You can rely on us to treat your materials professionally and with care.

We’ll help you enhance visibility and access to these unique materials. Our content management software, ProSeek®, will help you create searchable access to the digital collections that your patrons want to see. Hosting options are available.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:
“Northern Micrographics is extremely professional, knowledgeable, and does quality work. They will bend over backward to make sure you are happy and get exactly what you want.”
[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Scannx, Inc.

SCANNX BOOK SCANCENTER
Scannx is the leading developer of book-edge scanning solutions for library patrons and staff. Its innovative software incorporates ease-of-use, reliability, security, accessibility, device monitoring and measurement, and IT productivity tools. With only 3% of the 170 million pages scanned going to print, libraries are saving paper and toner costs while saving trees. The scanner’s patented book-edge design protects the book spine from damage. Its intuitive interface guides users through the scanning process including choosing file format, image quality, file name and scan-to destinations. The system automatically crops, straightens and orients pages with text. Its translation service converts scanned text from one language to another. Its “Accessibility” features guide visually impaired users through the scanning process. Scannx systems connect to coin, bill and credit card payment systems.

Scannx offers its cloud services on Microsoft Azure, thus ensuring the highest levels of security and reliability to track usage, push updates, enable features and manage warranty renewals.

SenSource, Inc.

SENSOURCE INTELLIGENT IMAGING PEOPLE COUNTERS
SenSource Intelligent Imaging People Counters are trusted by librarians across America to monitor patron traffic and achieve operational efficiency. Knowing the details of your facility’s usage enhances justification for funding and expansion, as well as, provides necessary traffic pattern data for efficient staffing and opera-
tions. SenSource specializes in providing the best-fit solutions for the unique needs of libraries big and small. From basic traffic reporting to fully integrated business solutions, we have what you need.

Combining Vea Analytics reporting platform with SenSource Intelligent Imaging People Counters, completes the solution for an in-depth view of library operations. A rural, single location library to a metropolitan library system will benefit from visual traffic analysis using Vea Analytics. Key personnel have immediate access to total and peak traffic, annual comparisons, interior facility usage, predictive traffic analysis and more. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

**ST Imaging**

**VIEWSCAN MICROFILM SCANNER**
The ViewScan microfilm scanner is the

Clear Choice for libraries and their patrons, delivering crystal clear images from microfilm directly to the monitor in real-time without any pixilation or refreshing of the image. Our fifth generation digital microfilm scanner, the ViewScan 4 uses an 18 megapixel image sensor that is Always On! Users enjoy the sharpest and clearest images, whether viewing on a monitor, reviewing a scan or printing the information. ST Imaging’s PerfectFocus technology guarantees a stunningly clear image regardless of zoom range. Key features introduced to the world of digital microfilm scanning by ST Imaging on the ViewScan line include, Scissor-Cut Cropping, Image Bin (on-screen collection of session scans), Annotation, ClipMerge and more! [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

**Taylor & Francis Group**

**EUROPA WORLD PLUS**
Europa World Plus combines the famous, authoritative world-wide coverage of The Europa World Year Book with regular online updates. This online version delivers fast, impartial economic, political and geographic background information and statistical data from more than 250 countries, and includes thousands of directory contact details with click-through web links and a comprehensive listing of more...
than 2,000 international organizations. The Europa Regional Surveys of the World have long been relied upon by government agencies, academic and public libraries, businesses and the media. These acclaimed annuals can be accessed online in conjunction with Europa World Plus, providing users with in-depth, expert analysis at regional, sub-regional and country level. Content on Europa World Plus is comprehensively updated each month.

Europa World’s interactive Comparative Statistics tool, featuring 35 demographic and socio-economic indicators for all countries and territories of the world, has been comprehensively revised and updated for 2017.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“I frequently refer students in International Studies to this resource as an excellent source of background information on a country. Also the links to government agencies, organizations, etc., are really useful.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Taylor & Francis Group

**HISTORY OF FEMINISM**

History of Feminism offers a rich trove of feminist scholarship, primary research, historical context, and notable figures, wrapped in a handsome and accessible package. Researchers interested in the historical development of feminism and those in women’s studies and related interdisciplinary programs will find the resource immensely valuable.

This collection brings together primary and secondary materials to aid the study of the long nineteenth century of feminism (1776-1928). The collection includes:

- Over 170 volumes of primary source collections, available here in electronic format for the first time
- These original source materials include original source materials from Pickering & Chatto, acquired by Taylor & Francis in 2015
- More than 1,000 chapters of secondary book content
- Over 100 journal articles from a range of Taylor and Francis journals
- 16 newly commissioned thematic essays by experts in the field
- Short introductions that outline the 8 key subject categories

Some key topics from the site:

- Race, Empire and the Making of Western Feminism
- The Campaign for Women’s Suffrage in Britain
- Women’s Movement’s and Ideologies in the long 19th Century
- Feminism and Women’s Work, 1776-1928
- Prostitution and the Contagious Diseases Act

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“Great resource! Very user-friendly and well organized platform. Wonderful images. Excellent coverage.”

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Today’s Business Solutions, Inc.

**ePRINTIT**

ePRINTIt is a simple solution that does not require special printers or hardware. Print to any printer, from any internet-enabled device. The ePRINTIt solution allows users to effortlessly print documents, emails and web content from any internet enabled smartphone, tablet, laptop, or desktop directly to your organization’s existing printers. Users can send documents to your printers from any location— inside or outside of your organization’s infrastructure.

- Web Page Printing: The ePRINTIt system includes a self-service website that allows printing without any print drivers.
- Smartphone & Tablet Printing: With ePRINTIt, users can print from their smartphones/tablets using our mobile print application.
- Email Printing: Users simply ‘forward’ any email message with attachments. Automatic reply email is sent from ePRINTIt with a private release code. User enters private release code at the printer to release their print job.
- Server Software: Web pages facilitate a unified printing experience for your organization.
- Universal Print Driver: Users with advanced printing requirements can download and install a single print driver that works with all of your Web-Print configured printers.
- Provides a centralized printing service by allowing users to print from any device and pick up their documents at the most convenient on-site printer.
- ePRINTIt is secure: All print data requests are transferred and encrypted using secure SSL communication.
- Easy-to-use from any device

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
print, guest passes, patron re-printing & staff release of patron print jobs. The MyPC portal features a single view of computer areas, locations, or buildings in the system allowing staff to perform daily functions from anywhere. MyPC integrates with PaperCut & both are compatible with Windows & MAC on a SQL platform for cumulative statistical reporting. PaperCut offers anonymous printing, & automatic login. Real-time fleet management lets IT oversee all output devices & vending kiosks from any location. Features standard windows printing, using standard. Centrally submitted print jobs can be released anywhere within the system for Follow-Me printing.

Today’s Business Solutions, Inc.

SCANEZ SCAN STATION
The new TBS ScanEZ simple scan station allows patrons to scan STANDARD to smart devices, email, USBs, printers, fax, Box, Dropbox, One Drive, Google Docs, & more. Standard scanning file formats include DOC, JPG, PNG, TIFF, GIF, PDF, Searchable PDF, PDF/A & more.

New Image Enhancement functionality revives old photos and documents by analyzing the sharpness, contrast, color, and saturation on the fly to give the patron a revived image or document. Restoring memories that could have been lost.

A multilingual interface that allows users to switch on-screen text to one of 25 different languages, & a Multilingual Translation Service to translate scanned text from one language to one of 60 supported languages. Translated files are sent to the user as a Microsoft Word file, along with a subset of languages for MP3 audio files, with a constantly growing catalog of languages.

ABBYY® Fine Reader OCR for unmatched Optical Character Recognition & accuracy for searchable PDFs and Word documents, with 192 languages standard for OCR Multilingual capabilities. Accessibility features make it easy for visually-impaired & blind to use the station with a magnifier, narrator & high-contrast scheme.

Enhanced Authentication via LDAP, SMTP, Gmail, Facebook & more. Features a web Portal for centralized reports at no additional charge, and a Management Dashboard for instant remote print access to every station within your fleet, all from your desk or mobile device.

Today’s Business Solutions, Inc.

TBS-KIOSK
The TBS-9900 Payment Kiosk series features a reduced footprint. This print release system does not require a computer for print release or large cabinets, maximizing valuable floor space. The kiosks consist of coin, bill & credit card payment options along with a CPAD device that controls access & enforces payment for copy, print, scan, and fax all from a single vending device. The kiosk is sturdy & wears well in a public use environment with clean cable management. Giving patrons one user interface to conduct their transaction, simplifying the entire process.

These units feature a secure PCI compliant credit card terminal. Credit card transactions are processed on a secure cellular network at a low micro-transaction rate per swipe with no minimum fees. Each terminal supports EMV Chip, Swipe, NFC (Apple Pay, Android Pay & More). Optional upgrades include a high capacity coin tubes & bill recycler that gives back change in coin & bill, enabling users to utilize larger bill denominations without depleting the tower. This system automatically replenishes itself with coin & bills, elevating staff from having to constantly be filling the coins & bills within the kiosk.

Audit receipts can be printed from the TBS-Kiosk to reconcile funds and to account for all financial activity conducted at each kiosk, as well as providing centralized reporting for verification of activity.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Transparent Language Inc.

TRANSPARENT LANGUAGE ONLINE
Transparent Language Online includes 114 foreign languages, plus English for speakers of 30 other languages. In addition, Transparent Language Online includes Intermediate English for Everyone, as well as 83 non-English paired languages. In total, Transparent Language Online includes courses and lessons in 227 language pairs (255 including the transliterated forms). The courses and lessons in the program help learners develop listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills through a variety of different activities.

Transparent Language Online is the only major language-learning system that includes alphabet courses that support the learning of non-Latin alphabets. These courses strengthen a learner’s knowledge of the foreign alphabet by walking them through a series of lessons and activities that instruct the name of each letter, common sounds, various forms or uses of each letter, and typing of the letters on a standard keyboard for the language. These alphabet courses are available in over 35 languages and growing, including Arabic, Dari, Farsi, Hebrew, Hindi, Japanese, Korean, Russian, Tagalog, Thai, Urdu, and Wolof.

As a fully mobile-responsive program, Transparent Language Online is accessible
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**History of Feminism**

History of Feminism offers a rich trove of feminist scholarship, primary research, historical context, and notable figures, wrapped in a handsome and accessible package. Researchers interested in the historical development of feminism and those in women's studies and related interdisciplinary programs will find the resource immensely valuable. 

www.routledgehistoricalresources.com/feminism/

**Europa World Plus**

Europa World Plus combines the famous, authoritative world-wide coverage of The Europa World Year Book with regular online updates. This online version delivers fast, impartial economic, political and geographic background information and statistical data from more than 250 countries, and includes thousands of directory contact details with click-through web links and a comprehensive listing of more than 2,000 international organizations.

www.europaworld.com

**Routledge Handbooks Online**

Routledge Handbooks Online is an invaluable educational resource bringing together the world’s leading scholars to provide a cutting-edge overview of classic and current research from Routledge, and CRC Press, in the Humanities, Social sciences, Education, Psychology, Engineering, and Built environment, while at the same time providing an authoritative guide to theory and method, the key sub-disciplines, and the primary debates of today.

www.routledgehandbooks.com

**CHEMnetBASE**

A collection of cutting-edge interactive chemistry databases and dictionaries featuring:

- CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics
- Combined Chemical Dictionary Plus
- Dictionary of Natural Products
- Dictionary of Food Compounds, and much more

Cross Search Functionality | Mobile Responsive Design | One-Stop Search Chemical Text Search | Chemical Structure Search | & More!

www.chemnetbase.com

**Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism**

The largest and most comprehensive online resource available for all those involved in the study of Modernism. Provides access to over 2,000 articles and 130 images from experts in the field of Modernism. Some key topics include Abstract Expressionism, Cubism, Dance, Intellectual Currents, and Modernism in the Middle East and the Arab World.

www.rem.routledge.com

Visit librarianresources.taylorandfrancis.com/mla-awards-2020 for more information about our award winning products. Contact your sales representative or email us at e-reference@taylorandfrancis.com for more info and to request a Free Trial on digital products.
on tablets, phones, and computers and is appropriate for academic, business, or travel purposes and for use by learners of in grade 3 through adult. A children’s language-learning program, KidSpeak, is also included.

HEAR FROM THE JUDGES:

“Transparent Language Online provides a robust suite of language learning tools across so many languages. The interface is intuitive and easy to use for so many of our users. The support staff is very responsive and works with us to develop the training and other materials needed to support our language learners across the state. They continue to improve the platform and increase the amount of languages and activities for each of the languages. The customization of digital and print marketing materials really helps us to increase awareness of these quality resources. We are really happy with the product, the team and we are all working together to increase usage.”

“Everything from the range of languages offered to the practical arrangement of lessons is stellar. It’s evident that the company works to keep current with consumer trends as it continues to develop, rather than leave the product to coast idly.”

Weigl Publishers Inc.

AV2 MEDIA ENHANCED BOOKS
AV2 Media Enhanced Books bridge the gap between print and digital with multimedia features that excite and inspire even the most reluctant of readers. Each physical AV2 book includes an access code that opens a free interactive ebook that lets readers explore online videos, weblinks, slideshows, activities, and quizzes.

Each AV2 book contains full color images that spark student excitement and create meaningful connections with the text. AV2 books for readers in kindergarten to grade 2 are formatted in easy-to-read sentences and include a list of the content and Fry words for readers to focus on as they make their way through a book. The online content for the kindergarten to grade 2 books also provides audio of each spread being read aloud.

Along with body text and vibrant images, each AV2 book for readers in grade 3 and beyond includes a selection of numerical and geographical infographics, maps and timelines, hands-on activities, and quizzes. The AV2 catalog covers a wide variety of topics within science, social studies, math, language arts, sports, fiction, and high interest.

The digital features included with each AV2 title are chosen to excite and inspire a love of reading and learning. Readers who wish to experience a book’s content in a different way or wish to learn more about what they are reading can use the audio, videos and weblinks to expand their reading experience. Hands-on activities support kinesthetic learners’ understanding of the content.

AWE LEARNING

AFTERSCHOOL EDGE PLATINUM
AfterSchool Edge™ Platinum (ASE Platinum) was launched in January 2019 to provide new digital learning resources to children ages 6 - 12. As an enhanced version of our AfterSchool Edge™, ASE Plat-
PLATINUM AWARD-WINNING PORTFOLIO OF PRODUCTS

Today's Business Solutions, Inc.
www.tbsit360.com | Phone: 630.537.1370

Please contact us for a live demonstration and see for yourself why all of our products have won Platinum three years running.
card. After viewing download instructions at the selfCheck, cloudLibrary assist users receive selfCheck receipts directly within the app. These receipts create a digital log of their reading history of books they have borrowed from the library.

The selfCheck 500 is available in desktop or free-standing kiosks. This choice gives library users the same experience and aesthetic in the library, regardless of where the units are positioned, and allows libraries the flexibility to decide which design is most suitable for their space.

The selfCheck 500 is a cost-effective self-service option for libraries who are focused on providing a user-friendly experience for their patrons and students. The selfCheck 500 is compatible with both RFID and barcode technology. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Comprise Technologies

SMART ACCESS MANAGER (SAM)
Smart Access Manager (SAM) is for managing Public-Use Computers in Libraries. SAM’s complete, fully integrated, comprehensive functionality empowers patrons with self-service, relieves library staff of babysitting public PCs, and more efficiently recovers the library’s costs for printing and copying. SAM’s web-based architecture allows the simplicity of a single, centralized database and configuration engine while providing the flexibility required in a spectrum of library settings. SAM converts all print jobs to a PDF format which eliminates dependence upon local print drivers and enables patrons to preview their work. SAM also supports multiple payment options. Its' account-based system utilizes patrons’ existing library card numbers rather than requiring the purchase of stored value cards. The account-based design enhances circulation software by allowing the payment of fees, fines, print or other transactions directly from the patron’s SAM account without staff intervention. SAM is easy to use! Patrons simply log on by entering their library card number. SAM meets the Payment Card Industry’s Data Security Standard. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Comprise Technologies

SMART MONEY MANAGER (SMM)
Smart Money Manager is a complete, fully integrated Point of Sale System for financial transactions specific to a library environment. It recognizes patron accounts and links with leading ILS software to check, display, and post payments for fine/fee transactions or other charges. The integrated feature eliminates dual entry, reduces errors, and in doing so, saves time for staff in addition to producing accurate reports. Smart Money Manager processes cash, check, or payment card transactions as well as refunds. It displays a list of ILS fees, library merchandise, rentals, or other charges that can be paid through an easy to use interface. In addition, Smart Money Manager offers fine/fee waive capabilities. It is a software solution that runs on your existing service desk PCs and compatible point of sale hardware. No longer do you need standalone cash registers when you have the Smart Money Manager POS system. Smart Money Manager meets the Payment Card Industry’s Data Security Standard. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

PressReader

PRESSREADER
PressReader offers unlimited access to the world’s best content without ads or paywalls or incomplete story snippets. Users get access to more than 7000 of the world’s top newspapers and magazines as soon as they’re available on shelves. PressReader pays publishers fairly for all of that content, which helps support the production of quality journalism. PressReader now has over 14 million monthly active users via the web and app experience and our users read over 4 million issues, monthly – and importantly, our publishing partners were paid for every one of those 4 million issues.

Librarians are the gatekeepers of information, and they, more than anyone, recognize the value of newspapers, magazines, and quality content as a whole.

EBSCO LearningExpress

PREPSTEP FOR COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES
PrepSTEP® for Colleges and Universities is an online platform for 4-year colleges to enhance student retention and academic achievement through supplemental development materials and skill-building resources in reading, writing, math and science as well as tools for career prep, workforce skill building for advancing to careers or graduate school. It includes easy-to-use centers with related content that is selected, organized and presented for the 4-year college student as a subscription-based, eLearning platform. It gives students the tools to improve core English, math and science skills. The Core English Skills center includes skill-building resources for reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary and spelling. The Core Math and Science Skills center includes resources for developmental math, algebra, geometry, introductory statistics and probability, pre-calculus, calculus and basic science in chemistry and biology. There is a center devoted to College Success Skills that includes tutorials for organizational strategies, classroom success, academic support, information literacy and personal success. An additional resource includes Graduate School Admissions Preparation. The platform provides self-directed tutorials, e-books, practice sets, reviews and flashcards - learning resources that supplement and support instruction for a wide range of subject content. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

EBSCO LearningExpress
With PressReader’s platform, libraries are able to offer their patrons thousands of sources. PressReader lets these patrons access news from around the globe from over 120 countries and translates these sources into over 18 languages. Supporting journalism, PressReader is proud to play a role in democratizing access to information and empowering readers.

We believe in the value of good content and it’s about giving readers more seamless access to quality, trusted sources, and while ensuring those sources are paid fairly.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Scannx, Inc.

ZEUTSCHEL OS15000 COMFORT SCANNER POWERED BY SCANNX SOFTWARE AND CLOUD SERVICE
The Zeutschel OS 15000 Comfort overhead scanner powered by Scannx Professional Edition software is a powerful A3+, 600 dpi color, digitization tool recognized for its ease of use, image quality, advanced capabilities, book friendly scanning, security, and accessibility. Scan modern as well as historical books, manuscripts, magazines, science reports, contracts, or other cultural heritage. Powered by Scannx software, it is easy to install, maintain, and monitor.

The OS 15000 Comfort design allows the book to lie face up, and captures the full image of the page without distortion. The integrated book cradle design also protects the spine of the book from damage. The Zeutschel Perfect Book software straightens text and digitally removes thumbs.

The Scannx software converts scanned pages into PDF, searchable PDF, Word and MP3 file formats by simply touching the screen for the preferred file format. It includes touch-screen scanning to all of the following destinations:
• Email • USB Drives • Google Drive
• Dropbox • Box • OneDrive
• Network • Print • Fax
• Office 365 • Smart Phones • Tablets
• OCLC Tipasa • WorldShare ILL • Article Exchange

Scannalytics® is Scannx Cloud Service’s device management tool for reporting usage statistics, enabling features remotely, pushing updates and managing warranty coverage and is included with your ScannXtra Care coverage.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Taylor & Francis Group

CHEMNETBASE
CHEMnetBASE is a collection of cutting-edge interactive chemistry databases and dictionaries that provide instant access to authoritative content. Researchers can perform exhaustive searches using a variety of criteria, including struc-
ture searching, create tables, export data in several formats and much more.

Included in this noteworthy collection are 11 distinct products including the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics Online, Combined Chemical Dictionary, Dictionary of Natural Products and much more.

Institutions and corporations can subscribe to individual databases within CHEMnetBASE or CHEMnetBASE in its entirety.

Some Key features of CHEMnetBASE:

• One-Stop Search: perform searches on chemical terms simultaneously across all databases within CHEMnetBASE.
• Chemical Text Search: search by Name, Synonym, Molecular Formula, CAS Registry Number, InChI, InChI key, and/or SMILES.
• Chemical Structure Search: draw a chemical structure using Marvin JS and then search by Exact Match or Substructure; import a structure file or paste in a SMILES, SMARTS or InChI string into the search box.
• Modern responsive design use on tablets and mobile devices.
• Save searches: users can create and save their searches and columns in their hit list associated with them which allows for easy reloading of previous results.
• Customization: users can set up search fields, hit list columns and save as their default.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Taylor & Francis Group

ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOKS ONLINE

Routledge Handbooks Online is an invaluable educational resource bringing together the world’s leading scholars to provide a cutting-edge overview of classic and current research from Routledge, and CRC Press, in the Humanities, Social sciences, Education, Psychology, Engineering, and Built environment, while at the same time providing an authoritative guide to theory and method, the key sub-disciplines, and the primary debates of today.

Every title within Routledge Handbooks Online is surrounded with meaningful metadata and abstracts at a chapter level, making it fully searchable and browsable, providing a functionality of greater value to the student and researcher. Additionally, the third chapter of each handbook is available as a free download, so you can view sample content.

Key Features:

• All titles are DRM-free
• All content is available in HTML and PDF format
• Providing over 60,000 chapters from over 1,800 handbooks
• Expansive coverage of over 50 subject areas
• All chapters have an abstract and rich metadata that make searching and research more efficient and effective
• Intuitive search tools enable users to find exactly the material they need across the Handbooks’ multiple subject areas, with peer-reviewed content that ensures quality of research
• Full text DOIs, OpenURL, and Usage Statistics to aid discoverability and ensure library patrons are accessing

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Tech Logic

SELF CIRC TRAK

Every library knows that keeping the catalog up-to-date saves patron frustration and preserves library funds wasted on unnecessary replacements.

Tech Logic’s selfCIRC TRAK Shelf Management Solution saves countless hours spent checking printed reports to locate materials shown in the catalog as lost, missing, trace, claimed return, or other exception statuses.

Libraries can harness the built-in power of RFID to drive shelf management of the collection. Every real-time scan of the shelves turns up materials in exception statuses or materials that should have been checked in, placed in transit, trapped for holds, or shelved incorrectly.

Tech Logic’s portable, ergonomic selfCIRC TRAK Shelf Management Solution interfaces wirelessly with an ILS to check real-time item status information for shelved materials. Real-time means no more frustrating exporting and loading lists. Software simple enough for all levels of staff to use. No more fruitless searches for materials that should be on the shelf - and no more shelving mistakes that cause unhappy patrons and wasted staff effort.

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
for both those fluent in the English language, as well as English Language Learners (ELLs). There are also titles for native English language speakers to be introduced to and learn basic Spanish vocabulary, including, but not limited to, colors, numbers, animals, and feelings.

The content on BLS Platinum is fun and interactive for early learners, ages 2 - 8. Children can learn about cyber safety with Garfield, read or listen to a variety of e-books in Spanish and English, practice handwriting and coding skills, and much more! BLS Platinum is available as a multi-touch 20 inch All-in-One or tablet device, making it the perfect resource for independent and collaborative learning opportunities.

BLS Platinum comes with access to the Customer Portal in order to track patron usage. Add more content to the BLS Platinum by purchasing an Add-On Bundle, including coding! [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Center for Cyber Safety and Education

GARFIELD’S CYBER SAFETY ADVENTURES

Garfield’s Cyber Safety Adventures is our educational program targeted at elementary-age youth. The program is developed by the top cybersecurity professionals in the world, which sets our lessons apart from others that are available. Our exclusive partnership with Jim Davis and Garfield allows us to connect with children through a character they already know and trust. Our goal is to teach youth how to keep themselves safe online and how to use the internet and internet-connected devices responsibly.

Lessons come in a ready-to-teach kit for librarians, teachers, and youth leaders. There is no training required to lead the program. Each Educator Kit contains a video starring Garfield and his friends. Each student receives their own comic book, stickers, trading card, and more to bring home. In addition to lesson materials, each child brings home a letter. These letters are designed to open the lines of communication surrounding cyber safety at home. Garfield’s Cyber Safety Adventures is taught in lessons that last approximately 30 minutes. The lessons focus on different topics such as privacy, safe posting, and cyberbullying.

These children are just beginning to regularly use the internet and exploring the variety of apps and websites available. Our preventative program will provide youth the education needed to reduce the chances that they will put themselves at risk while enjoying the internet. [CLICK HERE FOR MORE]

Taylor & Francis Group

ROUTLEDGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERNISM

Featuring interdisciplinary and global content about the Modernist period, Routledge Encyclopedia of Modernism is the largest and most comprehensive resource available for all those involved in the study of Modernism. Content features overviews, images, and fully cross-referenced articles, allowing for greater discoverability between fields and further exploration of the interconnectedness of modernism on a global scale. It is the ideal starting point for any and all research into the Modernist era.

With over 2000 articles written by experts in the field, supported by over 130 images, and biannual updates, this resource provides a comprehensive and interdisciplinary view of Modernism. Articles are written with students and researchers in mind, with overview essays introducing each subject.

Some key topics include: Abstract Expressionism, Cubism, Dance, Intellectual Currents, and Modernism in the Middle East and the Arab World.

Key Features:
• Every article is cross referenced and hyperlinked making further research as simple as possible
• Article summaries found at the beginning of entry are available without restriction
• Articles can be cited at the click of a button available on every entry
• Once logged in articles can be saved to your personal profile allowing you to find your favorite articles with ease
• 25 overview essays provide introductions to the most studied areas of modernism

[CLICK HERE FOR MORE]
Thank you, Judges!

The following companies would like to thank the Modern Library Awards’ librarian judges for their votes and for volunteering their time to be a judge in this program.

A platinum thank you to our judges.

3branch

product design solutions

Thank you, Judges!

Brainfuse is honored to receive the Platinum MLA award for our online homework help services.

Thank you to the Judges for our Platinum Awards for both CapiraMobile and MuseumKey!

More information on these standout products can be found at capiratech.com

Thank you, Judges!

We are honored to be awarded Platinum in the MLAs.

Save Time. Reduce Waste. Increase Turnover.

The following companies would like to thank the Modern Library Awards’ librarian judges for their votes and for volunteering their time to be a judge in this program.

esp

evidence-based selection planning by Baker & Taylor

Thank you, Judges!

We are truly humbled by your support for the second year in a row for our products & services. We could not have gotten this far without you and look forward to future years together.

infobase

We are honored that you awarded Bloom’s Literature Platinum Distinction in the 2020 MLAs!

Thank you, Judges!

5 years.
18 awards.
Countless Judges.
Thank You.

Thank you, Judges!

Our mission is to inspire an enthusiasm for learning by supporting school readiness and literacy in the community.

Visit Us at ALA Midwinter Booth #1552

www.awelearning.com
THANK YOU, JUDGES!
We're honored by your feedback

innovative
MULTIYEAR PLATINUM
- Mobile Worklists
- MyLibrary!
- Polaris Web Application
- Resource Sharing

THANK YOU, JUDGES!
For recognizing us with this Platinum Award!

Library Calendar
event & room management
Schedule a demo today! www.librarymarket.com

THANK YOU, JUDGES!
Platinum Distinction 2015-2020
Intelligent Imaging People Counting Solutions

www.SenSourceInc.com 800.239.1226

Thank you, judges!
We are honored to receive our fifth Platinum MLA

Looking forward to seeing everyone for the 2021 MLAs, coming in July 2020!

Thank You, Judges!
To celebrate our second Platinum Award, call us for a free trial.

Discover more:™
Better discovery through the best metadata management.
Mitinet.com | 800-824-6272

Thank you, Judges!
Proven & Trusted Technology Branded to Your Local Look-n-Feel
THANK YOU JUDGES OVER 3 MILLION ANNUAL CHECKOUTS and GROWING

LAPTOPSANYTIME™
Automated Checkout Kiosks

Thank you, Judges!
ViewScan is honored to receive your recognition. See the record setting, award winning Microfilm Scanner at ALA Midwinter!

BOOTH 1828 ALAMW

Thank you, judges!
For recognizing us with this Platinum Award!

Schedule a demo today! www.librarymarket.com

2021 MODERN LIBRARY AWARDS
Looking forward to seeing everyone for the 2021 MLAs, coming in July 2020!

2020 MODERN LIBRARY AWARDS
PLATINUM AWARD
3,000,000 ANNUAL CHECKOUTS and GROWING

SIX CONSECUTIVE PLATINUM AWARDS

ViewScan is honored to receive your recognition. See the record setting, award winning Microfilm Scanner at ALA Midwinter!

BOOTH 1828 ALAMW

Thank you, judges!
We are honored to receive our fifth Platinum MLA

Looking forward to seeing everyone for the 2021 MLAs, coming in July 2020!